The presentation dwells into the difficulties of vendor selection in a gray area situation of remote vendor
evaluation (without an inspection visit) when there may be not enough information to make an informed
decision, and further elaborates into the suggested vendor taxonomy providing clear guidelines for
evaluating vendor offering in terms of comparing price and quality for vendors in different "weight"
categories. Finally, the speaker tries to derive several important conclusions regarding vendor offerings
in various markets.
Hello!
My name is Serge Gladkoff, I am the President of Logrus International Corporation.
Here’s an excellent opportunity to welcome you all again at LISA forum at St.Petersburg.
Now, by saying LISA I don’t mean Mona Lisa of course, but Localization Industry and Standards
Association led by Michael Anobile. For yeas LISA has been a great forum for localization industry, it
has been the stage for discussions, meetings and participation both for vendors and clients. LISA has
been around basically since this industry has started, and it is through extensive personal contribution
of Michael Anobile and his efforts that this has become possible, so I would again say thank you Michael
for your talent, your drive, your creativity and your continuing efforts to bring us all together every year.
But I have chosen Da Vinci design template not for the sheer coincidence between the name of the great
character and good conference. The number of ways neurons can be connected to each other in human
brain is greater than the total number of atoms in the entire visible universe. Homo Sapiens is extremely
complex object, so complex that sciences studying fields relevant to this object (such as social sciences
and applications to economics – relationships between people and companies) will remain “inexact” for
quite a while yet. To cut is short, I have chosen Da Vinci template because nowadays in XXI century in
social sciences and human communication we are roughly in the same phase of cognition than Da Vinci
was about physics and other exact sciences 500 years ago, and we definitely need his spirit very much.

The subject of my presentation is vendor selection in a gray area (lack of information). Vendor selection
is a deeply intimate process, and every client and every vendor has its own point of view on this very live
subject, and its process.
However, to understand vendor selection motives and reasoning on the client side let’s consider the
driving reasons of outsourcing decision. Before digging into vendor selection process itself, the first
question to ask is – why companies outsource at all? It is indeed the very first question that is always
being asked inside the client. Just as you ask yourself before you contract someone for flat remodeling,
companies also ponder “why don’t we do it ourselves”?
During recent TouchPoint discussion on emerging concerns in Software Testing and Quality Assurance
Malcom Williams from Xerox asked one very simple but crucial question: “We have our own internal
testing team, testing is one of our regular competences. Give me the reason then why our software
development group should ever outsource multilingual testing at all?” The implication was that internal
testing team can do all the same in much more advantageous framework – in any case internal testing
team “by design” has direct access to product development team and there is no extra outsourcing
communication and financial overhead.
It is a natural instinct of every organization, especially service organization to use its own
resources prior to even thinking about turning to outside supplier. In fact, even when outsourcing
relationship is built, the client often tries to build his own process inside and to take back the
job because it believes that inside it will do the job faster and cheaper.
It takes a lot of advancement in corporate culture to calculate correctly internal cost of doing business.
Typical corporate thinking is that by giving money to someone else you are loosing it on the bottom line.

It depends on the balance between the volume of work that has to be done and frequency of upcoming
projects, but in many cases if internal team already has adequate number of people, the knowledge
and experience, then certainly internal process is the most efficient way to go.
However, too often one of the components listed above is usually missing. The most typical driver
to outsource is the lack of internal resources and/or expertise in the field.
Yesterday in Gartner presentation Joseph Feiman argued that reasons to outsource are: a) cost
of acquiring skills, b) Time of acquiring skills and c) risk of skills required.
But even if the expertise is not an issue (or is not perceived as an issue), every sensible company is
watching its expenses, and very rarely there is an inflated team in house just in case, sitting and waiting
for emergency of the next project peak. Financial constraints inevitably bring down in-house team size.
With limited in-house team when project peak arrives, project manager quite often faces desperate need
for more resources. It is very important that these resources are required instantly – there is no time to
carry out hiring process and then train people to build a team which inevitably has to be downsized
afterwards.
Here the keyword is TIME.

To do everything internally is a very powerful instinct.
Internal cost is not felt as something to shed. Backpack is always heavier than your own weight.
The most powerful motive for organization to allow external spend is the need to release product fast.

It is important to realize just how critical the time is.
Let’s consider the product with SRP of $12 and circulation of 200,000 copies.
Depending of the size of the product localization cost may represent from 0,1% to 5% of the product
revenue.
Let’s take the product lifecycle two years. Then the monthly revenue would be $100,000 and associated
internal cost about $50,000.
Every month of delay would cost you $150,000.

The same timing consideration is usually driving vendor change.
In the stable situation of established, engaged client-vendor relationship the client is inevitably provided
with rationed service.
This is the most comfortable situation for any provider. I would call it a dream of any service provider –
how nice to have a permanent client and be able to control your workload! Unfortunately, what is
comfortable for vendor is not always comfortable for the client. Of course, if everything runs smoothly,
it is good for both. There are several powerful stabilizing factors in every good relationship, such as:
special skills in a field, b) history of successful and comfortable relationship, c) successful track record,
d) realized cost of change a provider, e) just pure psychological reluctance to change what works well.
However, at the same time the client is always time-pressed, because every month of production means
lost sales and extra month of cost. And in outsourcing relationship production efforts are not appreciated:
“We do not understand why it takes so long! We pay you money – why don’t you do it fast?” It is in human
nature to underestimate other people effort. So I would say that in every stable relationship there is
a crack of instability.
This is why most client-vendor relationships are intrinsically unstable. There are a lot of drivers
to destroy the relationship, which is exactly why they do not last forever. Sooner or later there’s an internal
call within a client to change a supplier.

Here I’ve listed some trigger events for vendor selection process:
The key parameters to consider are: cost of time, amount of external spend and amount of internal
overhead to support the outsourcing structure.
For every one of these cases a financial calculation can be made to see what is the most economical
and optimal.

Every client knows that vendor selection is a very uncomfortable process. It is actually surprising
how difficult, risky and time and effort-consuming the task of supplier selection can be.
Internet is an information superhighway. Surprisingly, it looks like there is just too much information
available, there’s an impression that these days the task of selecting proper supplier is more difficult
than ever. You have to consider so many factors and offers, it is very easy to be totally confused.
What is worse, no information is reliable a priori.

Let me remind you about Jean Buridan, a French scholar who was professing philosophy in Sorbonne in
12th century. He has become famous for his proof of the predicate that there is a free will. To prove this
point, Buridan has always conducted during his lectures a thought experiment with a donkey choosing
between two equally appealing carrots. Buridan argued that obviously the situation when donkey cannot
visibly distinguish between the carrots is quite probable real world situation. And, if there was no free will,
the donkey would not be able to choose between the meals and would die of starvation. “Yet have you
ever seen the dead donkey that died of starvation between carrots on the plains of Asia? Donkeys usually
manage to choose between carrots!” – asked Buridan his students, - “This proves ad absurdum that there
is a free will indeed.”
So, here on this slide I have pictured a typical client who is trying to make his choice between visually
undistinguishable carrots. He has got the offers for all these carrots over the Internet and hesitant which
one to taste. He cannot possibly taste all of these carrots. Before picking several to taste, he has to base
his choice solely on e-mailed carrot profile, carrot rate and hearsay from other donkeys. It is a pure free
will scenario.

Let me emphasize once again that when I have placed an initial call for proposal and received a lot
of answers I am very deep in a gray area.
It is not humanly possible to carry out a detailed provider assessment for hundreds of offers and
opportunities. I am in situation when I have to decide who to speak with BEFORE detailed information
is available.
Gray area is something people most sincerely hate.
They tend to rely on what other people say (their colleagues, advertising), advertising, first choice,
or usually one other factor.
This is not an exaggeration. In most reputable companies decision in gray are made by pure chance.
I have heard a very senior IT company employee who has confessed that they were going to India for
several projects primarily because “everybody were doing that”. Later they carried out a self-assessment
and saw that India was not the best choice for them at all. But on reflection why they did that decision
in the first place they realized that they did it simply following suit.

So, I am in need of a simple sorting instrument, a ruler to measure prospective suppliers.
This instrument would be used to sort a massive response that I will receive on my Call for Proposals,
and even the tool to actually make this call correctly in the first place.
The ruler that we propose to use is a very simple yet powerful Vendor Taxonomy system that we use
in Logrus.

Let’s break down the entire variety of suppliers into A, B and C Categories. For translation and localization
industry let’s agree to place individual translators and freelancers into C Category, single language
vendors into B Category and multiple-language vendors into A Category. Let’s further break down the
entire range of suppliers into Subcategories 0, 1 and 2, where 0 would be the vendor, who is very well
established and has the highest possible level of expertise, reputation and knowledge, 1 would be
used for the vendor, who is already established and has adequate level of expertise, but does not have
extensive client track record matching to subcategory 0 vendor. Finally, subcategory 2 would be beginner
folks. Combined together, they give us 9 groups to distinguish between.
C2 - offer very low prices, but unfortunately often cannot ensure quality and are new for the business.
This means that they can suddenly disappear, may lack the knowledge of various tools and quality
is unstable. Offer limited field area expertise.
C1 - Most attractive individuals for the freelance contractual work. They are reliable and proficient, yet
hungry enough to work hard and provide competitive prices. Agile, ready to learn and cooperative.
C0 - Industry professionals, “cream of trade”. Very good quality, often overpriced up to adjacent price
group and not willing to take on large volumes within limited timeframe. Very selective, often difficult to
communicate with.
B2 – New SLV companies founded by industry professionals. As a rule, good quality, but very limited
scalability. Usually 2-10 people operation. Very good vendors for price-conscious customers for projects
with limited volumes. NO scalability.
B1 - SLV companies with good track record and solid yet not 100% stable position in their own language.
Excellent vendors for their respective languages; however, financial stability and scalability must be
thoroughly verified for large on-going projects.
B0 - SLV companies with enormous track record but no MLV ambitions. Excellent for regional projects,
but inadequate for global and complete solutions. May show excessive SLV pricing, but can be
negotiated. Sometimes selective with tools and projects, however.

A2 - Companies that claim that they “can handle all languages” with no past record of large multilingual
projects. Unreliable, not scalable; may lack financial and human resources to handle large multilingual
projects.
A1 - Mid-sized companies with MLV ambitions. Have successfully completed large multilingual projects
before. Have adequate resources and staff to handle projects, but as BRIC companies can offer better
pricing.
A0 - Very large international companies with proven track record of large contracts with large
multinational companies.

Here on this slide we show the number of people employed by companies in these categories.
It is important to mention that the number of employees for every group does not depend on the language
the company is servicing. That is, in all the countries across the globe (including France and Vietnam and
even China) typical SLV would have from 10 to 30 employees.
The number of the internal staff is not the total number of employees in the company, but the number
of people engaged with this particular expertise (localization/translation activity, in our case). If we speak
about 200+ people software distributor doing localizations, then it is effectively an SLV and therefore the
localization department would have from 1 to 30 employees – it would be B class localization provider.

It is very important to assess what is the number of people in the company with that particular expertise,
and what is the maximum size of the team (people capable of working together) that company can
provide for the project.
Misleading:
Total number of employees across all country offices (they are on separate balance sheet, work
separately), number of people in mother company or headquarters or other office (all offices are working
separately on their own balance sheets), the number of people not having that skill, the number of people
not available for the job (busy).

This simple 9-class vendor taxonomy allows us to make important conclusions and generalizations.
Let have a more detailed look into C, B and A categories.
C – lowest capacity; requires the entire process inside the client.
B – most diverse group; requires intensive provider screening at the client side, extensive project
management, QA, as well as on-going vendor management.
A – requires very skilled vendor with highly sophisticated process to plug in directly into the client
processes and need to ensure quality operation. QA is at vendor side, fully implemented. Work with
A provider is most expensive, but most lightweight on the client side. If you believe that translation
and localization is not your core business, then working with A vendor is the best way to go.

Here you see levels of granularity in vendor communication. The lower you go in vendor class hierarchy,
the more signals you have to exchange with vendor for project implementation.
Working with A class vendor, you only have to communicate with several people inside the vendor, on
a very high level. As you step down, you cut the cost but increase the number of signals and complexity
of the process. You also take risks on yourself and increase the number of management efforts required
inside to get the project done.
Remember the scene from Terminator 3 movie when Woman Terminator just acquired a car and started
to access some personal database via cell phone by imitating a modem through whistling? This is just
what you do when you are working with vendor on C level.

To illustrate this, here some of the project management tasks are listed.
Are you sure you want to do all this all by yourself?

Another way to present a relationship is a “molecular” structure of vendor supply chain.
Do you want to be a fat and clumsy client who prefers to implement the entire process in-house,
or your company wants to be slim and thin to get to the revenue target and market quickly?

According to the number of tasks the vendor it taking upon himself, there is a certain associated cost
of doing business and therefore each vendor class works in his own pricing niche.
Let’s get into some more details of the pricing aspect.

This slide shows the supplier rate distribution for so-called high-availability languages, the languages
for the countries where resources are abundant - such as Russian, Spanish, Chinese.
SP, Sustainable Price – the price attractive and high enough for vendor to stay in business.

Service business cost is driven primarily by the cost of human labor.
For this reason we can scale this chart on X axis by hourly rate.

Now, the labor hourly rate is local parameter, varying from country to country and more or less uniform
within the country.

Here is the local sample.
As you can see, there may be some differences in pricing structure for the local markets.
Namely, on developed markets even C class vendors do not go below sustainable price levels for
their category.

Let’s have a look at the hourly rate distribution in various countries of Europe.
Europe of 25 is becoming one single market now. One important consequence of that is that very
soon Eastern Europe will cease to be an offshore (low labor cost) location.
* Spanish hourly rate actually reflects only linguistic hourly rate offered by companies from Spanishspeaking countries in Latin America, such as Argentina and Mexico.

Let’s picture the ranks from different countries together on one chart.
In UK the hourly rate is about 3 times higher than in Russia.
What is interesting about this chart is not the trivial fact that there are offshore locations.
What is especially worth noting is that the difference between C class providers in Russian and UK
is much less than the difference between A class providers.
Working with higher ranking vendor in Russia is much more profitable, reliable and sensible
than working with lower class provider, - you save more money and reduce risk.

It is for yourself to decide which model fits best, this has to be optimized internally taking into account your
corporate criteria.

But at least you can use the taxonomy instrument to measure and chase your prospective provider.
I can imagine the dialogue here at the Summit:

-How long are you in business? Five years? How many people do you employ? Oh, you are a B class
provider!
☺

